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Executive Summary 
 
What is the cost of an election, and what is the most effective way to ensure that the normative 
goals of an election are paired with an economically viable method of administration? These 
questions motivate our project. Election administration is a state and local-level responsibility in 
the U.S. federal arrangement. Despite the increasing use of technology, the costs to administer 
elections continue to go up, which places burdens on state and local government budgets. 
Beyond the dollar costs of elections, there are other costs that must be considered as well. What 
is the effect on voter turnout with different election types (e.g., runoff and non-runoff elections)? 
Finally, what is the effect on candidate extremity in runoff and non-runoff scenarios? Overall, we 
find that runoff elections significantly decrease turnout, affect administrators in myriad ways 
beyond their normal responsibilities, and result in more negative campaign rhetoric. These 
empirical questions also help illuminate our understanding of the costs of elections as these non-
monetary costs affect the quality of American democracy. 
 
In summary: 
 

• Georgia is one of only two states in the nation that has a majority vote requirement 
followed by a runoff election for both partisan primaries and for general elections. 
(Alaska, Washington, California, and Louisiana do not have partisan primaries, but 
blanket, or “jungle” primaries). 

• Georgia’s general election runoff is unique and has significant costs – financial, 
administrative, and—potentially—in terms of public confidence in elections. 

• In Georgia elections, there is a significant drop-off in voter participation from a general 
election to a runoff. Therefore, federal and statewide offices are routinely determined by 
a small number of voters, thereby calling into question Georgia’s “majority vote” 
requirement. 

• The financial costs of each county conducting a separate runoff election are significant, 
and Georgia taxpayers are routinely expected to cover those costs. Estimates of the total 
statewide cost of the January [\[1 U.S. Senate election runoff, for example, are 
approximately $^_ million.  

• A general election campaign extended into a runoff campaign continues additional weeks, 
and even months, of intensely negative TV, radio, social media, and print material that 
continues to divide Georgians into the new year. 

• Georgia needs a reform of its current majority vote requirement. There are options. For 
example, Georgia could move to a system of plurality voting, a system employed by most 
states in the nation. Or Georgia could implement an Instant Runoff on the day of the 
general election, thereby eliminating the need for a separate runoff election.  
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Background 
 
Through its many iterations and schools of thought, there is one constant in democratic theory: 

government's legitimacy is based on the consent of the governed and their will as expressed 

through elections. In a practical sense, this means assessing how governments administer 

elections to decide who wins is necessary and advisable. Indeed, in the American federal system, 

election administration is one of the most crucial intersections of democratic theory with 

practical importance. For the system's legitimacy, it is vital that the people have their voices 

heard and that there are safe, secure, and cost-effective methods of registering and counting their 

votes. 

 This project is specifically focused on the effects of runoff elections in Georgia. 

Advocates suggest runoff elections are important because they seem like an added layer of 

democracy. Runoff elections are predicated on a majoritarian requirement; for a candidate to win 

an election, they must receive _\ percent of the vote plus one. So, if three candidates are in an 

election but none make the majoritarian threshold, the top two vote-getters move to a runoff held 

weeks after the initial general election. However, the empirical implications of an extra election 

potentially outweigh the value of another voting opportunity. Specifically, for the political 

science literature, understanding the practical aspects of these democratic theory requirements 

comes in three areas: voter turnout, administrative costs, and election behavior and discourse by 

candidates for office. Do runoff elections see lower voter turnout, increased administrative costs, 

and coarsen political discourse? If so, these elections may not add value to the democratic 

process. Before we can answer these questions, we must first explore what we know about voter 

turnout, election administration, and campaign rhetoric at this time. 
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What affects voter turnout? 

 Voter turnout is one of the most extensively studied phenomena in American politics. 

From a theoretical point of view, the more voters turnout to vote, the stronger the claims for 

electoral and political legitimacy can be. Additionally, the basic assumption of democratic 

government is that the people can choose their representatives, so the more people there are 

voting, this is a normatively better outcome overall. Using various methods, types of data, and 

research designs, scholarship demonstrates that the predictors for voter turnout have been 

consistent over the last ^\ years. While there are some differences in variables at the aggregate 

and individual levels, both levels of analysis demonstrate the importance of education, socio-

economic status (SES), partisanship, and the relative competitiveness of the election 

environment being crucial for predicting higher levels of voter turnout. 

 First, at the individual and aggregate level, we know educational attainment is one of the 

most robust predictors for tuning out to vote in American politics.2 Education—both the process 

and knowledge content—seems to unlock “civic skills” for citizens that make their propensity to 

vote much higher over the course of their lives. To that point, civic skills are fundamental for 

myriad political behaviors, including turning out to vote.3 Fundamentally, education equips 

citizens with the necessary information and the tools to process new information required of 

voters when confronted with political choices. To some extent, the power of education is 

attenuated by political interest,4 but the power of education as the most robust predictor for voter 

turnout is apparent. 

 
2 e.g., Wolfinger and Rosenstone, Who Votes?; Rosenstone and Hansen, Mobilization, Participation, and Democracy 
in America; Sondheimer and Green, “Using Experiments to Estimate the Effects of Education on Voter Turnout.” 
3 Verba, Schlozman, and Brady, Voice and Equality: Civic Voluntarism in American Politics. 
4 e.g., see Verba, Schlozman, and Brady. 
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 Beyond education, factors like SES make turning out to vote more likely as well. 

Specifically, income and relative wealth inequality demonstrate significant effects on voter 

turnout in both individual and aggregate level studies. At the individual level, we know that 

citizens with higher levels of income are more likely to vote, and this finding is robust across 

several decades of American elections.5 Moreover, studies for state-level turnout show that 

relative levels of income inequality are similarly associated with lower levels of voter turnout.6 

 Finally, scholarship also demonstrates the capacity for partisanship and competitive 

elections to spur voter turnout. Partisanship is a well-known and robust predictor for vote 

choice7, but it is also has positive effects on voter turnout.8 Partisanship has a positive 

relationship with voter turnout because these people are more likely to be mobilized by their 

respective parties and are more receptive to that mobilization overall.9 Partisans always feel like 

their vote matters, which is what makes competitive elections similarly motivational to all 

citizens, not just partisans. As elections become more competitive turnout goes up in both state 

and federal elections.10 Furthermore, if voters first encounter electoral politics in highly 

competitive scenarios, they are more likely to be socialized into habitual voting through their 

lifecycle.11 

 Given the factors we know affect voter turnout, the question we want to explore is: how 

do runoff elections affect voter turnout in Georgia? With the clear and robust predictors we have 

 
5 Leighley and Nagler, “Socioeconomic Class Bias in Turnout, PQRS–PQUU”; Lewis-Beck et al., The American Voter 
Revisited. 
6 Avery, “Does Who Votes Matter?”; Galbraith and Hale, “State Income Inequality and Presidential Election Turnout 
and Outcomes.” 
7 e.g., Bartels, “Partisanship and Voting Behavior, PQ\]-PQQR”; Campbell et al., The American Voter; Lewis-Beck et 
al., The American Voter Revisited. 
8 e.g., see Bélanger and Eagles, “Partisan Cross-Pressure and Voter Turnout”; Nir, “Disagreement and Opposition in 
Social Networks.” 
9 Green and Gerber, Get Out the Vote. 
10 Bowler and Donovan, “Electoral Competition and the Voter.” 
11 Coppock and Green, “Is Voting Habit Forming?”; Pacheco, “Political Socialization in Context.” 
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in the literature, it may be the case that runoff elections do not affect voter turnout. The people 

who vote on the general election day may be the same people who turn out to vote on runoff 

election day. However, this is an empirical question. Suppose there are significant differences in 

voter turnout. In that case, these differences need to be acknowledged, and alternative policies 

that do not have a detrimental effect on voter turnout need to be examined. 

 
Increasing costs of Elec6ons Administra6on 

 Elections are where democratic theory and practice intersect. Elections administration is a 

crucial function for state and local governments, which is explicitly delegated to state legislatures 

in Article I. Elections administration has two general components: registration and voting. While 

both aspects require states and local governments to outlay funds, the most capital-intensive 

element of election administration is the election itself. Understanding the impact of runoff 

elections on the dollar costs and administrative burden for counties is an important empirical 

question to explore. If runoff elections cause a decrease in voter turnout and add more 

responsibilities to county elections officials, we may question the efficacy of such a system. 

In recent years, the costs of election administration have been getting increased attention. 

Indeed, the National Council of State Legislatures has extensive research and documentation 

about how states fund their elections, the sources of that funding, and the sometimes-complex 

relationships states and local governments create to deal with these funding mechanisms. The 

fact is that since [\\[, states have been largely on their own to allocate resources to voting 

infrastructure that continues to get more complex and technologically sophisticated.12 For 

instance, in [\1h, Georgia awarded Dominion Voting Systems a $1\^ million contract to update 

 
12 Hubler and Underhill, “Election Costs: Who Pays and With Which Funds?” 
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the voting system from the original Diebold voting machines first implemented in [\\[.13 Unlike 

the initial push to electronic voting that occurred after the [\\\ presidential election, which saw 

states receive more than $g billion in federal funds, recent updates to voting machines and 

processes are coming directly from state and local funds.14 

The political science literature is currently building on a nascent set of studies using more 

scientific methods to identify the implications of election administration and cost.15 It is well 

documented that with the growth of electronic voting, there are growing costs associated with 

election administration.16 Some are concerned that the multiple voting methods add burdens and 

expenses, but empirical evidence suggests convenience voting does not necessarily add 

additional costs.17 Additionally, with the numerous voting methods now available to most voters 

in the United States, 1d some studies report election administrators having increased strain and a 

desire to have more simplified workflows.18 The key aspects of election administration expenses 

and costs are primarily related to economies of scale and the number of elections being held in a 

given year.19 In essence, the larger the population, the fewer dollars per registered voter need to 

be spent. However, if there are more elections in a given year, those elections will cost more. 

Thus, it is reasonable to assume that those places where runoffs are the norm will have higher 

costs and perhaps associated administrative burdens, as a result. These assumptions need to be 

tested empirically. 

 
13 Niesse and Wickert, “Georgia Bets on New Voting System amid High-Stakes Election.” 
14 Hubler and Underhill, “Election Costs: Who Pays and With Which Funds?” 
15 Hale, Montjoy, and Brown, Administering Elections: How American Elections Work; Mohr et al., “Strategic 
Spending.” 
16 Montjoy, “The Changing Nature … and Costs … of Election Administration.” 
17 Burden and Gaines, “Presidential Commission on Election Administration”; Hill, “Election Administration 
Finance in California Counties.” 
18 Burden et al., “The Effect of Administrative Burden on Bureaucratic Perception of Policies.” 
19 Hill, “Election Administration Finance in California Counties.” 
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Campaign Rhetoric and Its Effect on Voters 

 One reality in states with runoff elections is that when runoffs occur, the campaigns 

simply last longer. Furthermore, as the campaigns continue, each campaign may have incentives 

to increase its rhetorical firepower, which means “going negative” against one’s opponent. 

Negative campaigning is one of the more complex aspects of American politics. While 

Americans often report disliking negative campaigning in public opinion polls or anecdotally, 

there is conflicting evidence on how negativity affects the voting public. 

 Early studies of negativity in elections suggested that negative campaigns made voters 

uniformly less interested in politics and less likely to turn out to vote.20 However, research into 

negativity shows there is more nuance to this type of campaigning than once thought. 

Specifically, we know that negative campaigns may depress turnout among independents or 

moderates, but it heights awareness among partisans and more sophisticated voters.21 Some 

scholarship suggests that negative campaigning can heighten awareness in the general public 

about a campaign and add critical information to the electoral environment.22 

Most research about negative campaigning focuses on the presidential level. However, 

when considering negative ads in congressional campaigns, scholars show that the responses to 

negative campaigns vary by context and individual factors in voters themselves.23 Voters who are 

less partisan and less ideological are much less tolerant of campaign negativity than their more 

ideological and partisan counterparts. Thus, if campaigns are forced to advance to another round 

of campaigning past the general election, it would be likely that the only people being engaged 

by the campaign at that point are the most partisan, ideological voters in the electorate. This has 

 
20 Ansolabehere and Iyengar, Going Negative: How Political Advertisements Shrink and Polarize the Electorate. 
21 Geer, In Defense of Negativity; Brooks and Geer, “Beyond Negativity: The Effects of Incivility on the Electorate.” 
22 Mattes and Redlawsk, The Positive Case for Negative Campaigning. 
23 Fridkin and Kenney, “Variability in Citizens’ Reactions to Different Types of Negative Campaigns.” 
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implications for the incentives on the part of campaigns (i.e., more likely to go negative), but 

also means the electorate is likely to shrink in aggregate. However, before exploring the 

implications of negative campaigns in runoff elections, we first must establish the baseline 

negative or if there is more or less negativity in runoff elections compared to general elections. 

 
Research Ques6ons and Hypotheses for this Project 

 We have three empirical research questions for this project based on the preceding 

literature review. They are as follows: 

• RQ': Does voter turnout decrease for runoff elections compared to the preceding general 

election? 

• RQ): What are the administrative costs and burdens associated with runoff elections? 

• RQ*: Do runoff elections produce more negative rhetoric compared to general elections? 

These questions are important to answer because they each get to an essential facet 

concerning the impact of runoff elections. The first question, on voter turnout, is perhaps the 

most important. If voter turnout is significantly lower in runoff elections, we may question the 

value of these elections. Most normative democratic theory posits that the more citizens are 

involved in an election, the “truer” the outcome. Condorcet’s jury theorem asserts that as the 

number of people involved in making a decision increases, the odds of that decision being the 

correct outcome also increase.24 If we have a system that makes it less likely for the largest 

possible group of voters to have the final say, results may be less satisfactory.  

The second question is a more practical concern but equally valid. The costs—both in 

dollars and administrative burden—are important to assess for any government process. The 

extent to which runoffs add to these costs needs to be evaluated.  

 
24 Dietrich and Spiekermann, “Jury Theorems.” 
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Finally, the third research question deals with the quality of our campaigns. Suppose 

runoff elections make the electoral process and the nature of campaigns more negative or less 

appealing. In that case, we may want to consider alternatives where additional negativity is not 

injected into the public discourse. 

The upshot for these research questions is this: runoff elections may or may not be useful 

or normatively good or bad, but there are undoubtedly empirical ways to assess their effects on 

elections in Georgia. Even if we cannot come to a clear adjudication of these questions here, it is 

vital to ask empirical questions, make observations, and test our hypotheses. At least then, we 

have some scientific evidence rather than relying on history, tradition, or assumptions. 
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The Context for this Study – Runoff Elections in Georgia 
 
 Runoff elections in Georgia were initially used as a response to the end of the “county-

unit” (CUV) system for voting in statewide elections. CUV, established in Democratic primaries 

after the 1d^^ Georgia Constitution, became the law for all elections in the 1h1^ Neill Primary 

Act.25 The CUV system produced an Electoral College-style method for electing statewide 

officials where counties were categorized as “Urban,” “Town,” or “Rural.” In the last iteration of 

the CUV system, eight Urban counties received six CUVs, thirty Town counties got four CUVs, 

and the remaining one-hundred twenty-one Rural counties got two CUVs each.26 To win in the 

CUV, nominations and general elections for governor and U.S. senator required a majority of the 

CUVs; however, no other offices required majorities of the CUV. Mere pluralities of CUV would 

win any other nomination and statewide general election. The CUV system was declared 

unconstitutional in Gray v. Sanders (1hcg).27 

 With the demise of the county unit system, the Georgia legislature transitioned to runoff 

elections for all elections—statewide and otherwise—in the primaries in 1hcb.28 At this time, 

Georgia was a one-party state where the Democratic party controlled all state offices and the 

legislature. Given this reality, the primaries were considered the only truly competitive elections. 

The Governor’s race in 1hcc quickly showed that might not be the case.  

In the 1hcc race, Bo Callaway, the Republican nominee, faced Lester Maddox—the 

Democratic nominee. However, because of Maddox’s prominent segregationist positions, 

Democratic party leaders lead a write-in campaign for former governor Ellis Arnall. On Election 

 
25 Cornelius, “The County Unit System of Georgia”; Saye, “Georgia’s County Unit System of Election.” 
26 Buchanan, “County Unit System.” 
27 Gray v. Sanders, ef] U.S. eRU. 
28 Hallerman, “Georgia’s Unique Runoff System Shaped by Long, Complicated History”; Salvatore et al., “Civil 
Rights in America: Racial Voting Rights.” 
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Day, Callaway garnered nearly b^ percent of the general election vote, the largest percentage of 

the vote for a Republican since Reconstruction almost 1\\ years earlier. The 1hcb election law 

did not provide for runoffs in the general election; in cases where no statewide candidate won a 

majority, the state legislature would elect the next governor. The Democratic state legislators 

elected Maddox.29 

In response to the 1hcc gubernatorial race, state legislative leaders moved to have runoffs 

for any primary or general election where no candidate achieved a majority. This remained the 

case until the 1hd\s, when a lawsuit seeking to end Georgia’s runoffs was filed in federal court.30 

In fact, as the case made its way through the federal court system, the state of Georgia amended 

the law to allow for plurality vote winners in general elections once candidates hit a b_ percent 

threshold. According to some, this was done by the then-Democratic legislature to avoid issues 

like the 1hh[ U.S. Senate election where incumbent Sen. Wyche Fowler won the plurality of the 

vote but lost the runoff to then-state Sen. Paul Coverdell.31 The only candidate to benefit from 

the plurality threshold in a statewide race was former U.S. Senator Max Cleland, who won his 

1hhc Senate race with just under bh percent of the vote.32 

With their capture of both state legislature chambers in [\\_, the new GOP majorities in 

the Georgia General Assembly revised Georgia’s election laws once again to reinstitute the 

runoff system in general elections. Critics of primary runoffs, both in the past and present, 

suggest that runoffs are ways to keep minority voters and candidates from gaining political 

power.33 However, the Eleventh Circuit did not find runoffs had a discriminatory effect in 1hhd, 

 
29 Henderson, “Gubernatorial Election of PQRR.” 
30 Brooks v. Miller, P\U F.ed P]eg. 
31 Tharpe, “Runoff System a Southern Relic.” 
32 Georgia Secretary of State, “General Election Results, PQQR.” 
33 see, for instance, Hallerman, “Georgia’s Unique Runoff System Shaped by Long, Complicated History”; Salvatore 
et al., “Civil Rights in America: Racial Voting Rights.” 
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which allowed Georgia to continue runoff elections in primaries and resume them in general 

elections in [\\_.34 Previous scholarship on runoff elections notes the normative value to 

candidates, office holders, and citizens in knowing that the person who wins an election has 

achieved _\ percent of the vote, plus one.35 The point, however, is that understanding the history 

and context of Georgia’s current election law is critical, but it also demonstrates that there are 

more ways to elect office holders. Indeed, Georgia has elected office holders without runoffs in 

the past. We want to know if there are other ways to do so in the future. 

  

 
34 Brooks v. Miller, P\U F.ed P]eg. 
35 Bullock III and Johnson, Runoff Elections in the United States. 
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Data and Analysis 
 
RQC: The Drop in Turnout from General to Runoff Elec6ons, IJCI – IJIJ 

 Our first research question deals with the most obvious potential issue with runoff 

elections: the drop—or “rolloff”—from the general36 to runoff election. As noted in the previous 

section, we know that adding additional administrative tasks generally decreases the number of 

people who participate in elections. Runoff elections certainly qualify as an additional 

administrative task for voters. Additionally, as there are relatively few races on the ballot in 

runoff elections, the interest for most voters will wane. Finally, the sense of civic duty we might 

expect voters to have when considering voting for every available office will simply be 

decreased because there are fewer offices at play in the runoff election. Given these expectations 

about the effects of runoff elections on voters, our formal hypothesis and its corresponding null 

hypothesis are as follows: 

Ha: Turnout for runoff elections will be significantly lower than turnout for general 
elections by county. 
H": Turnout for runoff elections is not different than turnout for general elections. 

 

 
36 To be consistent with the State of Georgia, we refer to both the regular primary and fall general elections as 
“general” elections. However, as we move through the analysis, we make clear when we are referring to primary 
elections and general (i.e., fall) elections. 
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Figure '. Runoff Elections by Election Type in Statewide, Legislative, and Congressional Races, 
[\1[ – [\[\. 
 

To begin our analysis, we need to stake stock of the relative frequency of runoff elections 

in the state of Georgia in our study timeframe. This can be seen in Figure 1, which displays the 

number of runoff elections by election type in Georgia between [\1[ and [\[\. The graphic 

clearly shows that runoff elections happen with some frequency in Georgia. Looking at the black 

bars, we can see that runoff elections in primary races are happening more frequently, with 

twenty runoff elections in the [\[\ primaries. Furthermore, November general election runoffs 

represented by gray bars only happen in Georgia because Georgia is the only state in the United 

States using runoffs for this stage of an election.37  

Because of the non-partisan nature, we separate state judicial races in their own 

frequency histogram in Figure [. This figure shows a similar story; runoff elections are common 

for judicial races. The year with the most runoff elections was [\1c, when eight judicial races 

moved to runoff elections after the general primary (where non-partisan races are typically 

 
37 In ]g]g, Mississippi voters changed their constitution to allow runoff elections in the absence of a majority in 
general elections. 
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decided). What is particularly notable about these races is that Georgia judicial races are 

typically not contested. For instance, in [\[[, only 11 percent of judicial races were contested.38 

While this descriptive analysis is informative about the frequency of runoff elections, this cannot 

inform our fundamental research question, nor can this formally test our hypothesis. 

 
 
Figure ). Runoff Elections in Judicial and District Attorney Races, [\1[ – [\[\. 
 

To test our hypothesis, we use a difference of means test (DoM) for correlated pairs to 

compare the turnout by county in general elections (primary and November) and the turnout by 

county in the corresponding runoff elections. DoM is a bivariate hypothesis test, which takes the 

following mathematical form: 

! = 	 $̅
&'!/)

 

Where $̅ is the mean difference, '! is the sample variance, n is the sample size, and t is a 

Student-t quantile with n-1 degrees of freedom. 

 
38 Manins, “Most Ga. Judges Face No Challenge In May Elections - LaweRg.” 
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DoM t-tests do not allow us to model control variables. The main control variables for 

this analysis are 1) type of election, [) scope of election, and g) election year. To deal with these 

potentially confounding variables, we test the DoM between elections and group those elections 

by the relevant confounding variables. 

 Our data are obtained from the Georgia Secretary of State’s elections website where 

county-level turnout data is available for every election between [\1[ and [\[\.39  

Statewide Races 
 
 We start our analysis with statewide primaries. If any set of races is likely not to allow us 

to reject our null hypothesis, it is statewide primaries. Of the factors that make rolloff more 

likely, these races are the least likely to be affected by issues of voter disinterest or administrative 

burden. First, voters participating in primaries are the most partisan in American politics. Though 

Georgia is an open primary state, voters who take the time to consider and declare for one party 

are simply more likely to stay engaged. For these contested intraparty affairs, voters have ample 

incentive to get and stay engaged through a runoff election. 

Table '. Statewide Primary Election Runoffs, [\1[ – [\[[. 
 Race N Gen. TO Run. TO Difference Std. Err. t-value p value 
 U.S. Sen. ‘1b (R) 1_h gd\^.[cb g\b\.[b_ ^c^.\1h ^c.gg 1\.\_ \.\\\ 
 SOS [\1b (D) 1_h 1dch d_[.hch 1\1c.\g1 [\c.gc[ b.h \.\\\ 
 SOS [\1b (R) 1_h [hbc.b[1 [_\b.g_h bb[.\cg b^.\1c h.b \.\\\ 
 Gov. [\1d (R) 1_h gd[\.gdg g^\\.\bb 1[\.gb dc.\[g 1.b \.1cb 
 Lt. Gov. [\1d (R) 1_h gbbh.[_1 g_1^.d1d -cd._cc dc.[\g -\.d \.b[^ 
 SOS [\1d (R) 1_h ggg_.gb gg^g.[^1 -g^.hg1 d1._gb -\.b_ \.cb[ 
 SOS [\1d (D) 1_h [hd^.h1d hg\.dcd [\_^.\_ bd_._^1 b.[_ \.\\\ 

 
 In Table 1, we see that some races have significant differences in turnout while others do 

not. Specifically, the GOP primary races for governor, lieutenant governor, and secretary of state 

in [\1d see turnout in runoff substantially like turnout in their general primaries. The [\1b GOP 

 
39 Georgia Secretary of State, “Election List: Election Night Reporting.” 
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primary for the U.S. Senate, the [\1b Republican and Democratic secretary of state, and the [\1d 

Democratic secretary of state races all see significant declines in voter turnout. Thus, more than 

half of the statewide primaries with runoff elections see significant decreases in voter turnout. 

This is substantial considering this is the most likely place to see the most engaged voters, but 

even here, we see substantial and systemic declines in turnout. 

Table ). Statewide General Election Runoffs, [\1[ - [\[\ 
   N Gen. TO Run. TO Difference Std. Err. t-value p value 
 PSC [\1d 1_h [b[c^.cg_ h[1d.hhb 1_\bd.cb[ [^\h._[[ _.__ \.\\\ 
 SOS [\1d 1_h [bb[_.1[ h[ch.dgc 1_1__.[dg [^gc.gg_ _.__ \.\\\ 
 PSC [\[\ 1_h g\bgc.__h [^dh^.1^c [_gh.gdb gd\.b_ c.c_ \.\\\ 
US Sen. ‘[\ 1_h g11b_.^_b [d[\c.hg1 [hgd.d[b bgb.g__ c.^_ \.\\\ 

 
 Moving now to statewide general elections, we see an increasingly familiar trend. 

Specifically, average voter turnout by county declines significantly in each of these races. Two of 

these races are Public Service Commission seats, which may be excused for low name 

recognition, lack of partisan identifiers, and a general lack of knowledge about the role of this 

position. However, the other races are the [\1d secretary of state race and the [\[\ U.S. Senate 

race. These races are high-profile, robust campaign environments. Yet, we see that runoff 

elections result in decreased voter turnout. 

U.S. Congressional Races 
 
 Between [\1[ and [\[\, Georgians elected U.S. Representatives in fourteen districts. 

During this time, the only runoffs to occur happened in primary elections. In all, fourteen runoff 

elections occurred during our study timeframe. These races and the t-test for DoM are in Table g. 
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Table *. U.S. Congressional Runoffs, [\1[ – [\[\. 
   N Gen. TO Run. TO Difference Std. Err. t-value p value 
GA-1[ (R) ‘1[ 1h g1c\._[c 1bb[.cdb 1^1^.db[ b\g.1_1 b.[_ \.\\1 
GA-[ (R) ‘1[ [h h[h.hcc 1ch.^[b ^c\.[b1 [1c.hd_ g._ \.\\[ 
GA-h (R) ‘1[ [\ _bdh.[ g_^1.c_ 1h1^.__ [hd.b_^ c.b \.\\\ 
GA-1\ (R) ‘1b [_ [\^d.d 1hdc.gc h[.bb bg._hc [.1 \.\bb 
GA-11 (R) ‘1b b 1b[_[.[_ 1g11d._ 11gg.^_ cdc.\^b 1.c_ \.1h^ 
GA-1 (D) ‘1b 1^ 1\c_.\_h c\d.hb1 b_c.11d 1dg.ggh [._ \.\[_ 
GA-1 (R) ‘1b 1^ g\d\.hb1 [_\\.1^^ _d\.^c_ 1b_.d[c b \.\\1 
GA-g (R) ‘1c 1g bb_1.bc[ g[_c.bc1 11h_ [_g.c^1 b.^ \.\\1 
GA-c (D) ‘1d g 1gh1b dh^d.ggb bhg_.cc^ 1\b[.^gg b.^_ \.\b[ 
GA-^ (D) ‘1d [ 1_d^c ^d[h._ d\bc._ _11d._ 1.__ \.gc\ 
GA-1b (R) ‘[\ 1[ h\cd cghh._dg [ccd.b1^ c\b.ddc b.b \.\\1 
GA-1 (D) ‘[\ 1^ gchc.d[g 1c^h._g [\1^.[hb h^b.g_1 [.\_ \.\__ 
GA-h (D) ‘[\ [\ 1_c\.__ _d_.__ h^_ [_h.g^b g.^_ \.\\[ 
GA-h (R) ‘[\ [\ ^\1d.^_ bbbd.\_ [_^\.^ _c_.c^g b.__ \.\\\ 

 
 Of the fourteen races in our dataset, only two see non-significant difference between the 

general primary and the runoff election. Those races, [\1b GA-11 GOP and [\1d GA-^ 

Democratic, are notable outliers given the contexts of those contests. Specifically, in [\1b, the 

GOP candidates in the then-GA 11th district were running in a midterm election with a 

Democratic president. Moreover, the GA 11th district was very conservative, so the winner could 

be guaranteed a spot in the next Congress. Similarly for the GA ^th district in [\1d, the chances 

that district would be completive for a Democrat were looking up given the Republican 

presidency and an increasingly diverse district. The other twelve races, however, have significant 

declines in voter turnout from the general primary to the runoff. 

State Legisla5ve Races 

 
As we move to state legislative races we need to account for the methodological issues 

with observations and degrees of freedom. To this point, we have assessed the differences in 

turnout by race in both statewide and congressional elections. This is possible because we have 

at least two observations (i.e., counties) in each race. At the state legislative level and below, we 

begin to encounter races where voters from only one county are participating in the race. So, for 
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the rest of our analysis, we do a pooled analysis on the differences in turnout. For by-race 

analysis, please see the appendix. 

Table +. Pooled State Legislative Races, [\1[ – [\[\. 
   N Gen. TO Run. TO Difference Std. Err. t-value p value 
GA State Senate  c1 _\^[.b^c g1^h._^b 1dh[.h\[ gg[.g^^ _.^ \.\\\ 
GA State House cd g1hh.1c[ [1db.[_ 1\1b.h1[ 1cd.\g^ c.\_ \.\\\ 

 
 As evidenced by the tests in Table b, turnout in runoff elections decreases significantly 

from turnout in general elections for legislative races between [\1[ and [\[\. The average 

decrease for state senate races is over 1d\\ votes, while the average decrease for state house races 

is over 1\\\ votes. These are precipitous declines in races that can expect to see an average of 

about _\\\ voters in senate elections and g\\\ for house races. That state legislative races would 

see declines in turnout like this is important because these races tend to have a direct impact on 

the constituents of these districts. State legislators make decisions that will directly impact 

voters, but even in these contests where a few votes can matter a great deal, runoff elections see 

significantly reduced turnout. 

State Judicial Races 
 
 For state judicial races we combine both judgeships and district attorney’s races. We do 

this because both sets of races deal with the justice system—though judgeships are nonpartisan 

while district attorneys are partisan—and because the only DA race to go to a runoff in our 

timeframe was in the [\1c primary. Nonpartisan races also take place during primaries, so—in 

essence—these races are on the same types of ballots. As with the state legislative races, we test 

both a pooled difference of means for correlated pairs.40 The pooled analysis is in Table _. 

Table ,. Pooled Judicial Races (Judges and District Attorneys), [\1[ – [\[\. 
   N Gen. TO Run. TO Difference Std. Err. t-value p value 
Judicial Races c1 _\^[.b^c g1^h._^b 1dh[.h\[ gg[.g^^ _.^ \.\\\ 

 
40 Race-specific tests are in the appendix. 
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 Like the previous sets of analyses, we see runoff elections resulting in substantively 

smaller turnout numbers, which is also statistically significant compared to general elections. 

Judicial races may seem far removed from voters’ everyday concerns because these offices deal 

with complex issue of the law, and—in the case of judges—are non-partisan in nature. These 

conditions would lead to lower turnout overall. However, the fact that runoffs decrease turnout 

even further is crucial to understand. These races put people in critical positions in local 

communities, but—if these races go to runoffs—smaller groups of voters are making choices for 

their wider communities. 

Conclusions about Voter Turnout in Runoff Elec5ons 
 
 Our first research question is: does voter turnout in runoff elections significantly decline 

compared to general election turnout? The answer is, unequivocally, yes. Though there are 

occurrences in individual races where turnout is not significantly different (e.g., [\1d GOP 

primary runoffs), these are “black swan” events. Overall, when looking at classes of elections, 

the overwhelming conclusion—based on evidence between [\1[ and [\[\—is that voter turnout 

declines significantly between general elections and runoffs. This conclusion, now supported 

with data, is well justified by our theory, and confirms our main hypothesis. We expected runoff 

turnout to be lower. It is, and it is lower to a statistically significant degree. 

 

RQI: The Costs and Burdens of Runoff Elec6on Administra6on 

 
 Our second research question asks: What are the administrative costs and burdens 

associated with runoff elections. We now know that turnout is significantly lower in runoff 

elections. However, counties still must administer those elections. This means the protocols and 

ballot tests as well as finding and hiring poll workers must be done all over again. To answer this 
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research question, we administered a survey to county elections administrators and officials in all 

1_h Georgia counties. Of the 1_h counties, b_ responded to our survey generating a [d percent 

response rate. We obtained responses from county administrators in each geographical region of 

the state, in major metro areas, and in rural, less populated places. On average, administrators in 

our survey have 1g years of experience administering elections. Thus, while we do not have a 

complete census, we feel confident that a basic understanding about the administrative aspects 

county-level elections officials encounter can be obtained from these responses. 

We asked administrators several questions about the costs of administering specific 

general and runoff elections (i.e., [\1d and [\[\). We also asked the administrators open-ended 

questions about challenges they encounter performing their jobs. Specifically, we asked, “What 

challenges do election administrators need to consider when setting up for a typical election 

(e.g., a standard primary or general election)?” Next, we asked, “What challenges do election 

administrators need to consider when setting up for a runoff election; are there differences from a 

standard primary or general election?” Using the responses to these questions, we qualitatively 

assess the differences between these two election contexts, and we examine any identified 

challenges from elections professionals. 

We specifically use [\1d and [\[\ because they represent recent elections in different 

environments, but both had runoff elections. Specifically, the [\1d primary race saw a 

competitive GOP Gubernatorial runoff while the [\[\ general election had the Perdue-Ossoff 

senate race, among others, on the ballot. The [\1d race, as a primary, might be expected to have 

lower turnout and thus lower costs overall. Similarly, as [\[\ was a presidential election, 

attention and interest from the public is likely to be heightened, which means there would be 

higher turnout and costs in that election. 
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The Costs of Elec5ons 
 
 To get a sense of the fiscal cost elections have we asked county administrators how much 

money they spent administering general and runoff elections in [\1d and [\[\. This was an open-

ended response question because we assumed, and it proved to be the case, that election costs 

vary wildly in Georgia counties based on population and geography. Our cases for examination 

are the [\1d primaries and the [\[\ general election. We take our cases in chronological order, so 

we begin with [\1d primaries. 

Table -. Summary Statistics for Election Administration Costs in [\1d Primary, in dollars. 
Election Mean Median Minimum Maximum 
General $1_c,_g^ $[_,_\\ $b,\\\ $db\,\\\ 
Runoff $d\,bbb $[_,\\\ $b,\\\ $b1h,[[1 
Note: Figures obtained from county administrator self-reports. 

 
Table c shows the summary statistics for the [\1d general primary and the runoff election 

costs as reported by county administrators in our survey sample. The reported average for county 

expenditures for the [\1d general primary election is $1_c,_g^. However, given the large range 

between the reported minimum and maximum, the median is a better descriptive statistic and 

measure of central tendency. The median costs for the general primary election in [\1d among 

the Georgia counties responding to our survey is $[_,_\\. These costs include the expenses for 

hiring and training poll workers, information technology costs and support, and any 

infrastructure needs beyond the basic support the State of Georgia provides. For primary runoff 

costs, the average cost is $d\,bbb, while the median is $[_,\\\. 

Table .. Summary Statistics for Election Administration Costs in [\[\ General Election, in 
dollars. 
Election Mean Median Minimum Maximum 
General $bgd,1_c $b\,\\\ $_,_\\ $g,\\\,\\\ 
Runoff $[[h,[^^ $[g,_\\ $b,_\\ $1,d_c,\^d 
Note: Figures obtained from county administrator self-reports. 
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  Moving to the [\[\ general election, in Table ^, we see a similar trend. The mean for the 

general election is $bgd,1_c with a median of $b\,\\\. For the runoff election the mean is 

$[[h,[^^, while the median is $[g,_\\. The maximum reported cost for the [\[\ general election 

is $g million, while the maximum for the runoff is $1.d million. 

 Besides the nominal dollars used to administer these elections, we also asked 

administrators about the source of their funds. In Georgia, counties are directly responsible for 

funding their administration costs, but the state does provide additional funding in some 

circumstances. Furthermore, in recent years private organizations have dispensed funds to help 

localities defray the expenses stemming from election administration. We wanted to assess if and 

the extent to which administrators need funds outside of normal county allocations to 

successfully administer elections. 

 Our administrator survey respondents reported using only county and state dollars in the 

[\1d primary and runoff. This is to be expected because, while the [\1d primary season was 

vigorously contested, the context of that election was not abnormal in any way. It was a midterm 

election primary, which generally sees lower turnout in the first place, and there were no social 

or public health exigencies that caused more stress on the election administration process. The 

[\[\ general election, however, was another matter. 

 With the onset of the COVID-1h pandemic, elections administrators were faced with 

significantly more absentee voting, difficult voter processing for social distancing reasons, and 

burdens finding poll workers.41 Thus, it should come as no surprise that counties needed to look 

beyond the traditional funding streams and appropriations to fulfill their obligations. Among our 

respondents, gh% report using outside grants for the general election, and 1b% report doing the 

 
41 Niesse, “Election Depends on Hiring Many New Poll Workers across Georgia.” 
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same for the runoff election. While the COVID-1h pandemic can be considered a generational 

exogenous event, the fact is dealing with exogenous events is part of the responsibilities for any 

public official. In the case of elections administrators in jurisdictions where runoff elections are 

required to achieve a majority for an election winner, it means they must deal with the exogenous 

event multiple times. This forces an already stressed election system to undertake additional 

burdens, which may impede in its administrative and financial efficiency. 

Challenges with Elec5on Administra5on in General Elec5ons and Runoffs: A Qualita5ve Analysis 
 
 From our previous section we may surmise the costs and the extent to which 

administrators had to seek outside funding to fulfill their responsibilities that runoffs increase the 

burden on administrators. However, it is important to ascertain, in their own words, what 

burdens—exactly administrators feel they have in different election types. It is possible, after all, 

that some administrators see no difference. Conversely, to the extent the burdens of a runoff are 

clear, an administrator who must deal with these may be able to clearly explicate exactly what 

these burdens are relative to general election scenarios. For these responses, we turn to the last 

two questions of our survey. 

 At the end of our survey, we asked elections administrators two open-ended questions. 

The first asked: “What challenges do election administrators need to consider when setting up for 

a typical election (e.g., a standard primary or general election)?” The second question asked: 

“What challenges do election administrators need to consider when setting up for a runoff 

election; are there differences from a standard primary or general election?” Our purpose in 

asking these questions was to understand how elections administrators understand the differences 

between these election types and see if the challenges faced in general elections are substantially 

different than those in runoffs. 
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 As noted at the outset of this section, though we do not have a census for all Georgia 

counties, our survey respondents range the gamut of Georgia counties in population size, 

geography, and metro/rural status. These descriptors will be used when describing the types of 

responses we received to ensure respondent anonymity. 

Challenges in General Elec/ons 
 
 A consistent challenge elections administrators identified when discussing general 

election challenges was the pressure to identify and train poll workers. An East Georgia county 

with a population under 1\,\\\ notes, “having enough poll workers is always an issue in a small 

county.” However, this is not just a problem in a small county. A Metro Atlanta county with one 

of the largest budgets for elections among our respondents says similar things, but with a focus 

on training. Specifically, this administrator says, “[k]eeping knowledgeable people from one 

election cycle to another, we are always starting with new people.” This theme is repeated over 

and over; a main struggle counties face when administering elections is finding, training, and 

maintaining their poll worker base. 

 Another set of challenges county administrators face are the logistics and processes 

involved with setting up and taking down elections in the State of Georgia. A South Georgia 

county with a population under 1\,\\\ states it clearly by saying: 

Proofreading ballots for errors, proper setup and testing of equipment, proper 
stock of consumables (ballot stock paper, toner, forms, security seals, etc.), 
ordering or self-printing emergency, provisional and absentee by mail ballots 
in correct proportions based on population per precinct-district combo, 
ensuring all ads in the legal organ are posted and all open records requests are 
processed in a timely manner… inspection to ensure ADA compliance and 
proper infrastructure to support equipment (electrical wiring quality), delivery 
and setup of elections equipment before election, packing up and retrieval of 
elections equipment after election, swift delivery of ballots and results 
immediately after close of polls on election night, postage costs of absentee by 
mail ballots, adequate staffing for processing of absentee by mail applications, 
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as well as for processing absentee by mail envelopes, staffing for adjudication 
and duplication panels. 

 
As noted by the response from this county, the administrative and technical responsibilities for 

election administration are immense. The actions are required by state law and these 

administrators take their duty seriously to comply with the law fully and completely. However, as 

noted by this same county, it is one thing to do this for one election, but quite another to have to 

turn around and do it all over again for a runoff. Of this possibility, this county’s administrator 

says, “all done [details in previous quote] twice to ensure adequate timing in case of a runoff less 

than a month from the election date.” 

 Administrators note several routine concerns anyone running a large public-facing 

organization might have. They identify being prepared for emergencies (i.e., medical or weather 

as well as more mundane like running out of paper for ballots or machines going down). Several 

mention the complexities of voting machine set up and the logistics associated with setting up 

and using these machines in older, less maintained public spaces. All in all, when considering the 

challenges election administrators face, they can be summed up in the following order: hiring 

and training poll workers, maintain poll worker base from election to election, the technical 

challenges associated with set-up and take down for voting machines and equipment, and the 

logistical challenges of finding polling places where the technical capacity is sufficient for using 

the voting technology. 

Challenges in Runoff Elec/ons 
 

In essence, responses to this question can be summed up thusly: take all the challenges 

administrators face in any election scenario, pair it with general election tabulation and reporting, 

then run the whole process back within g\ days. Quite simply, runoff elections exacerbate all the 

challenges election administrators face but they add the time crunch associated with a runoff 
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election. As runoff elections cannot be foreseen before the end of the general election tabulation, 

elections officials cannot do anything to prepare for them outside of their normal processes and 

procedures. The same small South Georgia county that responded with the detailed list of 

responsibilities says of runoffs, “The challenges are the same except all needing to be done 

within a one-month timeframe after the primary or general election. Only one week of advanced 

in person voting, but otherwise everything is the same.” 

One North Georgia county with a population of around [_,\\\ identifies the complexities 

of reporting and certifying the general election vote while simultaneously preparing for the 

runoff election process as a challenge. This county’s administrator says, 

In that L-week window,42 the county must canvass, certify, (potentially) audit 
the original election as well as proof the ballots, order ballots, test the 
equipment, gather paperwork, conduct absentee and advance voting, and 
restock supplies for the runoff.  It is an incredibly tight window and with that 
brings its own set of challenges. 

 
 It should be noted, however, that not every respondent thinks runoffs are overly 

burdensome. A South Georgia county with a population around _\,\\\ puts it this way,  

You have the same challenges, except the runoff is usually easier to administer 
and smoother because you already have your poll workers and polling places 
lined up; things are already in “cruise control;” the runoff usually has a very 
short ballot which makes things easier and a lighter turnout. 

 
This administrator states that while things are on “cruise control,” one of the things that make 

runoffs easier to administer—for this county, at least—is lighter turnout. As we saw in the 

previous section, smaller electorates are certainly the case for runoff elections.  

 
42 This is the general Election Day to runoff Election Day window. 
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In the previous quote, it is, perhaps, a function of the county’s size that runoff elections 

are somewhat easier to deal with. The respondents who identify the most challenges tend to be 

from the largest and smallest counties. Counties in the _\,\\\ – d\,\\\ population range among 

our respondents report having the fewest problems with runoff elections. This may be the case 

because these counties are large enough to have a robust poll worker base and professional staff, 

but not so large as to make these things cost-prohibitive or overly complex. For instance, the four 

largest counties in our sample all represent metro areas—three in Atlanta, and one in South 

Georgia—and these counties all reported having significant struggles in runoff elections. All 

mention the short turn-around time, staffing problems, and the technical aspects of running the 

election equipment effectively as challenges they face. These are very similar to the smallest 

counties in the sample, which are from all regions of the state and with populations of about 

[_,\\\ or fewer. 

Conclusions from the County Administrator Survey 
 
 The administrators in our survey are public servants doing their work for the people of 

the state of Georgia. They are professionals who take their jobs seriously and complete their 

tasks in accordance with state law and in concert with the Secretary of State’s office. 

Nonetheless, there are challenges to performing their duties. Our objective was to identify these 

challenges and ascertain the extent to which runoff elections create additional burdens on their 

time and efforts. Our conclusion, based on survey respondent self-reports, is that runoff elections 

do create additional burdens on county elections administrators. There is no doubt that one of the 

legitimate costs of living in a democracy is designing, administering, and paying for elections. 

However, it may not be the case that adding to that necessary burden—through an additional 

round of elections when deciding winners can be done in other ways—adds anything substantive 
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to democracy in a meaningful way. Moreover, beyond the administrative burden, the additional 

real dollar cost of having runoff elections is something that should be considered as well. If the 

state and counties have already invested significant time and treasure into the legitimate and 

successful administration of one election (i.e., a primary or general election), there may be little 

value in having to effectively re-do that whole process simply because the number of candidates 

in the first election split votes in such a way to avoid an outright majority. 

RQM: The Effect of Runoffs on Campaign Rhetoric—the Case of the IJIJ Georgia Senate 

Runoff Elec6on 

 
 Our third and final research question is: do candidates change their language in runoff 

elections compared to general elections? This research question gets at the more normative 

aspects of campaigns and elections, but this is an important consideration, nonetheless. In 

publicly available polls, voters routinely cite campaign negatively and nastiness as a reason for 

being disengaged from the political process.43 While campaign negativity may be endemic to 

American politics, we might question an electoral process that furthers and extends the harsher 

aspects of campaign politics. To that end, we use the [\[\ U.S. Senate race between then-Senator 

David Purdue (R-GA) and his challenger Jon Ossoff (D-GA) as a case study to examine the 

effects of a runoff on campaign rhetoric. 

Data and Methods: Campaign Commercials and Sen5ment Analysis 
 
 To assess the rhetoric used in the [\[\ U.S. Senate race in Georgia we use sentiment 

analysis. Specifically, we compare the language the Perdue and Ossoff campaigns use in the 

general election and runoff election both to themselves and to each other. We then create a 

 
43 Brooks, “Negative Campaigning Disliked by Most Americans”; Pew Research, “News Interest Index.” 
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measure of the negative and positive sentiment used by these campaigns in the general and 

runoff elections to address the relative and cumulative negativity in an election with a runoff. 

 The data we use to measure and assess the campaign rhetoric in the [\[\ Georgia Senate 

race is obtained from the campaign commercials put out by the Perdue and Ossoff campaigns in 

the [\[\ general and runoff elections. Essentially, any ad produced before the general election is 

considered a general election ad, while anything produced and aired after the general is 

considered a runoff election ad. To get the content from the ads, we accessed the YouTube pages 

for the Perdue and Ossoff campaigns.44 A full list of the ads for each campaign is available in the 

appendix. Table d displays the summary statistics for the ads used in our analysis. 

Table /. Summary Statistics for Perdue-Ossoff Race, advertisements. 
 Perdue (G) Perdue (R) Ossoff (G) Ossoff (R) Total 
Number of Ads 1g 11 d 1_ b^ 
Number of 
Propositions 11g 11b d1 1^h bdh 

Number of Words dc_ ^ch ^1[ 1chc b\b[ 
Note: Ads from candidate committee only; no outside groups or political party ads. 

 
We could attempt to compare these ads and adjudicate their tone and content ourselves, 

but we turn instead to machine text analysis. Word clouds are one tool to efficiently visualize the 

prominence, or frequency, of words within the ads of the Perdue and Ossoff campaigns and 

provide us with an initial snapshot of the content of our discussions. After cleaning and 

combining, by candidate and election, the text of all b^ candidate advertisements from our 

complete dataset, we use the wordcloud45 package in R.  

 
44 For the Perdue Campaign, see the following page: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCyHalTHvVcAbfRJtUDeTpWg/videos; For the Ossoff Campaign, see this 
YouTube page: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVCG]sRHEPRVW]AoQLEcDPw/videos.  
45 Fellows, “Wordcloud.” 
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Before building word clouds, we take several steps to clean the data. First, we use a 

package adept at text mining (tm)46 to remove punctuation, capitalization, ‘stopwords’ (e.g., a, 

and, the, etc.), and extra white space. In addition, we use the SnowballC47 package to perform 

word stemming, which collapses words to their root for easier text analysis (e.g., “politics,” 

“political,” and “politician” each become ‘polit’). 

Our second method of analysis is done by using a set of tools collectively known as 

sentiment analysis. With these, we can further investigate the content of these different topics 

and experimental conditions.48 We use a particular lexicon to understand the sentiment and the 

emotion within the discussion posts. The National Research Council (NRC) Word-Emotion 

Association Lexicon (EmoLex) includes over 1b,\\\ words classified by eight emotions (i.e., 

anger, fear, anticipation, trust, surprise, sadness, joy, and disgust) as well as positive and negative 

sentiment.49 50 

Prior to analyzing our posts, we first transform our dataset from one with each ad serving 

as a unit of analysis to one where every “proposition” or main idea in an ad is a data point; our 

full dataset with b^ ads becomes one with bdh propositions and b\b[ total words.  

Campaign Ad Rhetoric Analysis 
 

We start with the word clouds to get a sense of the type of language each campaign used 

in the general election and runoff elections. Figure g shows the word clouds for Perdue in the 

general election (blue) and runoff election (red).  The most common word used in the Perdue 

general election ads was “Ossoff,” which appeared 1b times, or more than one mention per ad (1g 

 
46 Feinerer et al., “Tm.” 
47 Bouchet-Valat, “SnowballC.” 
48 While there are several R packages for these methods, here we utilized tidytext Queiroz et al., “Tidytext.”. 
49 Mohammad and Turney, “Crowdsourcing a Word–Emotion Association Lexicon.” 
50 For additional information on this lexicon, please visit: http://saifmohammad.com/WebPages/NRC-Emotion-
Lexicon.htm. 
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ads for Perdue in the general). For comparison, the term “job” was used _ times; as a result, its 

presence in the general election word cloud is less pronounced. In the runoff election word cloud, 

the most common word used by the Perdue campaign is “America,” which appears 1h times in 11 

ads. “Ossoff” (11 mentions) appears enough to warrant placement near the middle of the cloud, 

but so does “vote” (11 mentions). This make sense as in the runoff, the Perdue campaign was 

imploring supporters to get out and vote again just a few weeks after the hotly contested general 

election. 

 

Figure *. Perdue General (blue) and Runoff (red) Election Word Clouds for Ad Language, [\[\ 
Senate Race. 
 
 Moving to the Ossoff general and runoff election word clouds we see important 

similarities and differences. Figure b shows the Ossoff word clouds with general election words 

in blue and runoff election words in red. In the general election, the most frequent word used by 

Ossoff campaign ads was “corrupt,” which appears ^ times (d general election ads). Several other 
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words then come in just under “corrupt” in frequency—five or six mentions—such as both 

candidates’ names, “Senate,” “people,” and “Georgia.” In the runoff word cloud, we see, like 

with the Perdue ads, the Ossoff ads are imploring voters to turnout once again as “vote” is the 

most frequently mentioned word at 1d mentions in 1_ advertisements.  

 
Figure +. Ossoff General (blue) and Runoff (red) Election Word Clouds for Ad Language, [\[\ 
Senate Race. 
 

Another notable difference between the Perdue and Ossoff word clouds is the sheer 

number of words being used. Though the Perdue general election campaign had more ads and 

words than the Ossoff campaign (see Table d), the difference is not overwhelming. However, in 

the runoff election, the Ossoff campaign had significantly more ads and words than the Perdue 

campaign. The effect can be seen in the density of the runoff word clouds in Figures g and b. The 

Ossoff campaign has 1_ ads compared to the Perdue 11 and has 1chc words compared to Perdue’s 

^ch. 

The wordcloud package can also create comparison and commonality clouds. As shown 

in Figure _, this comparison cloud for four sets of campaign ads compares the candidates’ 
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general election and runoff election ad words within the same cloud with the size of words 

proportional to the maximum deviation between the frequency of a word in one group compared 

to its average use across all groups. The comparison cloud presents a much clearer picture of the 

differences between the campaigns and each election context. For example, the Purdue runoff 

ads mention “America” much more than any other set of ads. As a result, this word appears quite 

large in the center of the comparison cloud. This signifies the relative frequency of this word in 

this quadrant compared to the other three sets of advertisements. Similarly, Ossoff uses “corrupt” 

in the general election campaign, but not in the runoff (Perdue never uses “corrupt.”). The effect 

is that “corrupt” appears in the Ossoff General quadrant near the center and larger than other 

words.  

Moving now to the commonality cloud, we see that these campaigns did not use many 

words in common outside of the candidates’ names. Figure c shows the words that appear most 

often between the four sets of campaign ads. In general, as we could note from the general-runoff 

comparisons before, the candidate names appear most commonly between the candidates. 

Additionally, “Georgia,” “help,” and “Senate” appear frequently as well. While these word 

clouds and general observations might tell us something about the quantity of campaign rhetoric 

in general and runoff elections, it does not tell us anything about the nature of that rhetoric. For 

that we turn to sentiment analysis.
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Figure (. Comparison Word Cloud for Perdue-Ossoff Senate Campaign Ads, #;#;.
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Figure (. Commonality Word Cloud for Perdue-Ossoff Senate Ads, 9:9:. 
 

As previously noted, we use the NRC-EmoLex database with text mining for R to assess 

the specific emotions and relative sentiment in the campaign ad rhetoric for the Perdue and 

Ossoff campaigns. After running our data through the NRC Lexicon, HHI9 words are categorized 

into at least one of the emotions or sentiments (9L.MN percent).51 Breaking this down into 

emotions and sentiments, respectively, about H: percent of the words used in the Perdue-Ossoff 

general and runoff election ads evoke some positive or negative sentiment (n = R99). For 

emotions, there are MR: words that map to an emotion in the NRC Lexicon (or about HT 

percent).52 Figure M shows the breakdown for the percent of total words mapping to an emotion 

or sentiment by candidate and campaign. 

 
51 This lexicon categorizes some words within multiple emotions/sentiments. For example, “abandon” evokes both 
fear and sadness but also reveals a negative sentiment.  
52 See the appendix for figures showing the number of words in each motion and sentiment category by candidate 
and election. 
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Figure *. Percent of Words Registering Emotion/Sentiment by Candidate and Campaign. 
 
 We can see that the general election campaigns register more sentiment than the runoffs 

for the respective campaigns. For Perdue, about H: percent of his words in the general election 

campaign ads have some sentiment valence, while his runoff ads are below H: percent. Similarly, 

for Ossoff, nearly H" percent of his general election ads register some sentiment, while about H: 

percent of his runoff ads do the same. The crucial empirical question is to assess the relative 

balance of negative and positive sentiment in each set of ads. 

 Our research question asks if runoff campaigns produce more negative campaigns than 

general elections. As we demonstrate in Figure L, for the 9:9: U.S. Senate race in Georgia, this is 

not the case. Both the Perdue and Ossoff runoff campaign ads use more positive rhetoric than 

negative based on our sentiment analysis. Furthermore, the only set of ads where there was a 

balance of negative sentiment are the Ossoff general election campaign ads. This fits with the 

literature as challenger candidates tend to use negative campaigns.53 However, for both 

 
53 Hale, Fox, and Farmer, “Negative Advertisements in U.S. Senate Campaigns.” 
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campaigns, the rhetoric for the runoff is, on balance, positive. Recalling the word clouds, this fits 

with what we see there; both campaigns are focused on motivating turnout, which we know is 

lower in runoff elections compared to typical general elections. Thus, while the rhetoric in the 

general election may be trained on their opponent, campaigns must spend some time and effort 

reinforcing a turnout message as well as their normal messages. 

 

Figure +. Balance of Sentiment (Positive – Negative) by Candidate and Election, 9:9: Georgia 
Senate Race. 
 
Conclusions on Runoff Elec.on and Campaign Rhetoric 
 
 We started this section with an empirical research question that sought to examine if and 

the extent to which runoff elections produce more negative rhetoric compared to general election 

contexts. Using the 9:9: U.S. Senate race in Georgia, we find that—in fact—there is more 

positive sentiment, on balance, in runoff election campaign ads. Thus, if these results are 

indicative of other runoff elections down the ballot, it is likely not the case that runoff elections 

produce more negativity, per se, compared to general elections. However, like the costs 
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associated with runoffs, it may not be that process of campaigning is different (e.g., not more or 

less negative), but that the cumulative effect is what should be of concern. 

 Our conclusions for the administrative costs of section are that runoff elections create 

additional burdens that make the statutory and required job performance for county 

administrators harder. Similarly, our evidence here shows that the effect of runoff elections is 

cumulative in nature. That is, while the campaigns may not be more negative, they add additional 

negative sentiment to the electoral environment that might otherwise not be there. For instance, 

of all the negative sentiment evinced by the Perdue and Ossoff campaigns in 9:9:, R9 and I: 

percent came in the runoff elections, respectively. The effect then becomes cumulative, whereas 

if the general election was the end, neither campaign would be required to continue. The 

continued fundraising, advertisements, and the accompanying rhetoric (positive and negative) 

would be at an end. However, with a runoff, all of that must carry on. Therefore, even though 

voters are turning their attention toward holidays and other end-of-year matters, they are still 

inundated with campaign messages some of which are negative may have a deleterious effect on 

voters’ desires to turnout to vote or even participate in politics at all.  

The fact is that campaign politics are an important and necessary component of American 

democracy. We do not want to get rid of campaigns. However, to the extent possible, it seems 

prudent to identify if and the extent to which the electoral system exacerbates the worst parts of 

campaign politics. If there are other processes by which winners can be identified—particularly 

ones where campaigns do not have to go on seemingly forever—it makes sense to see if those 

process can fit the goals of election administration policymakers. 
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The Limits of the Empirical Tests 
As with any empirical analysis, our study has limitations that must be considered when 

evaluating our findings. First, on the voter turnout research question, we perform only difference 

of means tests. These tests can allow us to test hypotheses, but they cannot account for variables 

that, based on the literature, we know affect voter turnout. More research on this question would 

use multivariate regression or other modeling strategies to identify the effect of other relevant 

variables on voter turnout in runoff elections as compared to general elections. 

 Turning to our second research question and analysis, the most obvious limitation is that 

we do not have a census of county election administrators in our survey. Additionally, the 

specifical dollar costs of elections is based on the reporting from county elections officials. 

Future research and further analysis would verify these numbers and obtain them from relevant 

public record from counties who did not respond to our survey. 

 Finally, for the third research question and analysis, the main limitation is that we are 

using only advertisements from the candidates’ campaigns and reelection committee. Not 

included in our analysis are any ads produced by SuperPACs, other third-party groups (e.g., 

NRSC or DSCC), or the political parties. There is no doubt ads produced by these groups and 

organizations may be more course or negative because they are not directly connected to the 

candidates’ campaigns. Additionally, as we only assess the sentiment in each produced campaign 

ad, we are not accounting for the frequency with which any specific campaign ad aired. Future 

research should consider these factors and weight the sentiment by the frequency the ad aired or 

consider the timing of airing positive and negative ads.  

 Even with these limitations our data and analysis make the case that runoff elections have 

lower turnout, add administrative burdens to counties, and result in more cumulative negativity 
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over the course of a campaign. More research can and should be done, but these empirical facts 

are now established.  
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Policy Options without Runoff Elections 
 
Election winners in Georgia, by statue, must win a majority of the vote. This has not always been 

the case in Georgia. At present, majorities are not required in most of the United States. Figure T 

shows a map of the United States with each state’s election system policy indicated by the state’s 

color. As demonstrated, the overwhelming majority of states require simple pluralities in general 

elections. Only ten states required runoffs for primaries. Georgia and, as of 9:9:, Mississippi are 

alone requiring runoffs in general elections, and only Georgia has seen this policy put into action. 

However, if winning a majority of the vote is considered an important qualification for holding 

office, there are other election systems to explore where that can be achieved without runoff 

elections. This section briefly explores these policy alternatives. 

 

Figure ,. State Election Systems in the United States. 
Source: National Council of State Legislatures and Ballotpedia. 
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Plurality Winners 
The most common method of winning elections in the United States—and a way to avoid 

runoff elections—is to have the plurality vote getter declared the winner. In other words, the 

person who wins the most votes win the election. However, in some cases—depending on the 

number of candidates on the ballot—this can result in lower vote percentages winning elections 

(e.g., winners in the R: to RN percent range). This may be a particularly difficult issue in the case 

of crowded primary elections. For some, this is an important drawback, and it is a reason to use 

runoff elections as ten states do in their primaries. 

 Nonetheless, if the goal is to ensure that the election with the most voters participating 

decides an election or if a government wants to decrease administrative burden, plurality 

elections are a reasonable and tested method for deciding election winners. The tradeoff is that, 

in some cases, the election winner will have to deal with the lack of a majority voting for their 

candidacy and the political implications that entails. 

 One possible policy to use with plurality election winners is the “threshold method” for 

election winners.54 Under these policies, states can set numerical thresholds below a majority 

that allow for a plurality vote-earner to be declared the winner of an election. This is exactly the 

policy the state of Georgia used between HTTR and 9::N with the threshold set at RN percent.55 A 

threshold, however, would not abrogate the need for a runoff in hotly contested primary or non-

partisan races. In some cases, these races may not have a RN percent vote earner, which would 

result in the same costs to counties and administrators and the voting public that exist today in 

majority-required runoff elections. 

 
54 Bullock III and Johnson, Runoff Elections in the United States. 
55 Hallerman, “Georgia’s Unique Runoff System Shaped by Long, Complicated History”; Brooks v. Miller, QRS F.Td 
QUTV. 
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Instant Runoff Vo;ng 
A potential policy that marries both the normative and political value of a majority with 

the administrative and social cost reduction of plurality voting is “instant runoff voting” (IRV).56 

For reference, see the flowchart in Figure H: showing how ballot counting under IRV happens: 

 

Figure -.. Flowchart for vote counting under IRV. 
Source: Zerodamage, CC BY-SA >.@, via Wikimedia Commons 
 
 Under a standard IRV rule, voting happens in a series of rounds where candidates who 

get the lowest numbers of votes are dropped out of the counting and the following place choices 

of their voters are re-tabulated. Figure HH illustrates how this might happen in an election with 

three candidates. 

 

 
56 IRV is sometimes called “ranked-choice voting,” “preferential voting,” or “alternative vote.” 
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Figure --. Tabulation of votes using IRV, simple example. 
Source: Ranked Voting, CC BY-SA >.@, via Wikimedia Commons 
 
In Figure HH, voters choose between candidates A, B, or C. Ballots are marked with only the top 

two choices. In the first round, candidate A gets "I votes, candidate B gets ":, and candidate C 

gets "R. Candidate B, with the lowest votes, is dropped from the next round of tabulation, and 

this candidate’s voters’ second choices are re-tabulated. Of the ": original votes, HN go to 

candidate A, and HN go to candidate C. The result is that candidate A earns a majority, and thereby 

the electoral victory. Obviously, this example is quite simple. The more candidates there are on 

the ballot, the more choices voters must make, and the more retabulating that would be required. 

One purpose of IRV is to avoid the administrative burden associated with runoff elections 

if election winners are required to obtain N:% + H votes to win. If a government or body requiring 

an election wants to require that winners have a majority of the vote in their deciding election—

and thereby claim some mandate for governance—IRV is a democratic and potentially cost-

effective way to achieve such an outcome. There are, as with any electoral process, benefits and 

drawbacks to IRV, and there are several methods that IRV can be implemented. At the time of 

this writing there are several examples of IRV in practice in the United States. We will outline 

some of the most common and discuss their relative advantages and disadvantages. 
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Maine 
 
 Voters in Maine implemented IRV by ballot measure in the 9:HI election.57 Starting in the 

9:HL primary elections, the state of Maine implemented IRV for all primaries and federal races.58 

The goal was to have the winner of their elections achieve a majority of the vote and do this by 

using a single election rather than runoffs. Maine uses the “alternative vote” method of IRV in a 

standard primary for all offices and for federal office general elections.  

For all primary elections, candidates qualify and run for their respective party’s 

nomination in a general primary. Depending on the number of candidates, voters are asked to 

vote—in order of their preference—for the candidate(s) who they would like to see win the 

nomination. If no candidate achieves a majority of the vote, the votes are re-tabulated with the 

lowest vote-getter dropping out and their votes getting reallocated based on second choice votes. 

Voters can vote for the same candidate for every slot, a different candidate in each slot, or some 

combination. However, once their first-choice candidate has dropped out of the tabulation, 

voters’ choices need to still be in the running or else their ballot becomes “exhausted.” The result 

of the Maine primary process is that the Republican, Democratic, and any third parties with 

ballot access get their nominees on the ballot having earned a majority of their primary voters’ 

votes without the need for a runoff. 

In Maine general elections for federal races, the same process is implemented again. 

Importantly, Maine’s general elections are standard affairs where the Democratic and Republican 

nominees face off against other candidates whose parties have ballot access. Thus, if the third-

party candidate(s) keep any other nominee from earning a majority of the vote, they simply move 

 
57 Maine State Legislature, “Ranked Choice Voting in Maine: Timeline.” 
58 In UVQZ, the Supreme Court of Maine declared that IRV violated the state constitution for legislative and 
constitutional officers’ general elections as those election procedures are governed by the Maine constitution. 
Primaries and federal offices are governed by statute and can thereby use IRV. 
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to another round of voting. So-called “spoiler” candidates cannot spoil anything as it is simply up 

to the voters to keep making selections for their second, third, or however many choices they are 

allowed. Once a single candidate has earned a majority of the votes being tabulated in any given 

round of voting, the election has a winner. This was the case in the 9:9: U.S. Senate race in 

Maine where Sen. Susan Collins (R) faced off against former Maine Speaker of the House Sara 

Gideon (D). In what was going to be a high-profile demonstration of the IRV process, Collins 

ended up winning an out-right majority in the 9:9: general election, which removed the need to 

move to a retabulating process.59 

New York City 
 
 New York City used IRV in primary elections for mayor and city council. The city moved 

to this system after voters approved the ballot measure instituting this policy with over M: 

percent of the vote in 9:HT.60 The 9:9H mayoral and city council primary elections used this 

system, and it made the mayoral election very closely watched as there was a crowded 

Democratic field. The process for New York allows voters to rank up to five candidates.61 Voters 

choose among the available candidates and rank them according to their preference. As their 

first-choice candidate is eliminated from contention, re-tabulation moves to voters next choices 

until one candidate achieves N: percent of the vote in each round. New York City uses plurality 

voting for general elections. 

Alaska 
 
 In 9:9: the state of Alaska moved to a non-partisan pick-one primary where the top four 

candidates move to the general election, and a ranked choice general election.62 This system 

 
59 Ballotpedia, “Susan Collins (Maine).” 
60 NYC Board of Electors, “Ranked Choice Voting.” 
61 Matthews, “Eric Adams Wins Democratic Primary in NYC’s Mayoral Race.” 
62 Bradner, “How Alaska’s Ranked-Choice Voting System Works.” 
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combines the “jungle primary” process used in California, Washington, and Louisiana and 

ranked choice voting. Like primaries in California, Washington, and Louisiana, there is no 

requirement that the candidates who move to the general election are from any specific political 

parties. Also, like in Louisiana, if a candidate earns a majority in the primary election, they win 

the seat outright. All that is required is that the qualified candidate get enough votes to be among 

the top four vote-getters, assuming there is no outright majority winner. Then, in the general 

election, IRV is used to tabulate and re-tabulate votes until someone earns a majority of the votes 

in the final round. 

 This system received its first test in a high-profile race to replace Rep. Don Young (R-

AK), who died while in office. The special election was held in the summer of 9:99 to hold the 

seat for the remainder of the HHIth Congress. The special election used the top-four primary where 

two Republicans—Sarah Palin and Nick Begich—one Democrat—Mary Peltola—and one 

independent—Al Gross—earned spots on the special general election ballot. Gross dropped out 

of the race immediately after the primary, which left Palin, Begich, and Peltola as the remaining 

candidates. In the first-round tabulation in the special general, Peltola and Palin earned the top 

and second place spots, respectively. As Palin and Begich are both Republicans, it may be 

tempting to assume that voters who would put one of those candidates first might put the other 

one second. Crucially, IRV allows voters to rank candidates however they like. In this case, 

Begich voters mainly ranked Peltola second, or they exhausted their ballots.63 

Considera;ons and Conclusions about Policy Op;ons 
 
 Most states and localities in the United States use plurality voting to establish election 

winners. Of the states that use runoffs in any context, the overwhelming number are in primary 

 
63 Shivaram, “Democrat Mary Peltola Tops Sarah Palin to Win U.S. House Special Election in Alaska.” 
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elections only. Only two states use runoff elections for primaries and general elections, and 

Georgia has used that policy the longest. Importantly, this has not always been the case. Between 

HTTR and 9::N, Georgia used a RN percent threshold for general election contests to determine 

winners. Furthermore, as other states and cities demonstrate, if earning a majority is an essential 

component for winning an election, there are different ways to achieve that. 

 IRV is currently used in several municipalities (e.g., New York City) and two states (i.e., 

Maine and Alaska). In all these high-profile examples, voters agreed to implement these systems. 

According to recent news reports, voters are pleased with the process and the results of these 

elections.64 The upshot is that these elections to have a high level of efficacy and legitimacy 

among voters who participate. If the goal is to have the greatest number of citizens involved in 

an election decision process, IRV is a policy option. If the goal is to have winners achieve a 

majority, IRV is a policy option. If the goal is the made administration more streamlined, IRV is 

a policy option. If the goal is to keep campaigns in the regular campaign season, IRV is a policy 

option. No matter what the goal is, IRV is a policy option for states and localities that want to 

reevaluate their voting system. 

 Implementing IRV is not costless. In the long run, the various financial and social costs 

we identified in earlier sections could be ameliorated by IRV. However, the move to IRV and the 

real dollar cost for getting new software, training election workers, and getting the computing 

power necessary for tabulation and re-tabulation would be something to consider. States 

currently using IRV use optical scan ballots with pen and paper ballots. Georgia uses the 

Dominion Voting Systems touchscreen voting machines and software. Dominion’s “Democracy 

Suite” has the capacity for ranked choice voting options, but that may require funds to cover the 

 
64 Richie and Daley, “In NYC, Ranked Choice Voting Succeeded.” 
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potential changes to the current voting system contract. These considerations, among others, are 

necessary if the move to IRV is a policy alternative Georgia would try to pursue. 
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Appendix 
 
Table AH. State Senate Runoffs, 9:H9 – 9:9:. 
   N Gen. TO Run. TO Difference Std. Err. t-value p value 
 H9SS9Idem M "IN" 9RRR H9:T NLR.NR" 9.:N .:LR 
 H9SS"Hgop " MRHT "LIR.""R "NNR.IIM H9IT.IML 9.L .H:M 
 HRSS:Lgop M HHTL.NM9 H:9".R9L HMN.HR" IT.IHL 9.N .:RN 
 HRSS:Tgop H HRNHN HRTRN -R": . . . 
 HRSSHIgop R R:HR.9N "MNI.9N 9NL T9.9RN 9.L .:IL 
 HRSS99dem H HIRNI H::RR IRH9 . . . 
 HRSS9Mgop H HLI"M HI"9H 9"HI . . . 
 HISS9Rgop L 99LM."MN H"H"."MN TMR RRR.R9N 9.9 .:IN 
 HISSR"dem " R9N:.""" 9LRM.""R HR:" 9NN.NTI N.N .:"9 
 9:SSDISt"gop N RRMH HTIH 9NH: IRL.HML ".LN .:HL 
 9:SSDist":dem " RNIR.""" H9:T ""NN.""" RHM.I"9 L.:N .:HN 
 9:SSDist"Hgop " TLNN ITMR 9LLH H"NM.MRM 9.H .HIL 
 9:SSDistRgop I R"9H.IIM 9R:N.L"R HTHN.L"" I:I.:I" ".HN .:9N 
 9:SSDistN:gop L RL"N."MN "HHL.MN HMHI.I9N RI:.LR9 ".M .::M 
 9:SSDistTdem H 9I9I9 LTII HM9TI . . . 
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Table A9. State House Runoffs, 9:H9 – 9:9:. 
   N Gen. TO Run. TO Difference Std. Err. t-value p value 
 HRSH:Hgop 9 HILM.N H99M RI:.N HL".N 9.N .9RH 
 HRSHHH9gop 9 9MN: 9L"H -LH R: -9 .9T9 
 HRSHHN"dem H RI"L R:IM NMH . . . 
 HRSH99gop " 9I9L.""R 9:LR.""R NRR "NH.LRR H.NN .9I9 
 HRSHNRgop H RHR" "I9R NHT . . . 
 HISH:"gop H RHI: "HNH H::T . . . 
 HISH:Igop 9 9MLH.N HM:H.N H:L: LR H9.LN .:N 
 HISH:Lgop R 9LTL.9N HR9L.9N HRM: RHN.TH ".NN .:"L 
 HISHNTdem H RHNI ""MI ML: . . . 
 HISHI9dem 9 99RH.N HN9".N MHL 9NI 9.L .9HL 
 HISHI"dem " H"MT L:N NMR HLL.9" ".:N .:T" 
 HISHM"gop " HMN9.""" H"TM.""" "NN MM.HNI R.I .:RR 
 HISHMMdem H "H:" HITL HR:N . . . 
 HISHL:gop 9 HHIT MI9.N R:I.N HLH.N 9.9N .9IL 
 HISHLHgop 9 M:".N "NR.N "RT "9I H.:N .RMT 
 HISHTHdem 9 9MMH.N HT:T.N LI9 9R "N.T .:HL 
 HLSHDistH:9gop H 9RN: 9M:I -9NI . . . 
 HLSHDistH:Ngop H 9LNI """T -RL" . . . 
 HLSHDistHHHdem H "LTM 99"R HII" . . . 
 HLSHDistHRHgop 9 "N"L "NHH 9M "L .M .I:M 
 
HLSHDistHRRdem 

M RI: 9NH.9LI 9:L.MHR RM.MM R."N .::N 

 HLSHDistHTgop H "I"M R:MN -R"L . . . 
 HLSHDist"Igop H N9NT IMMR -HNHN . . . 
 HLSHDistTMgop H "99M "MIL -NRH . . . 
 9:SHDistH:gop 9 I:HT R9RR HMMN 9H: L.RN .:MN 
 
9:SHDistHI"dem 

H L:NM N""M 9M9: . . . 

 9:SHDistHLgop 9 RII9 "IMN.N TLI.N HTI.N N .H9N 
 9:SHDistHgop 9 R9M:.N 9N"N.N HM"N HIM H:.R .:IH 
 9:SHDist9:gop H L:HI "HNR RLI9 . . . 
 9:SHDist9Hgop H THTH RH9N N:II . . . 
 9:SHDist""gop N HLTI.I H"IL.R N9L.9 HN".LNT ".RN .:9I 
 9:SHDist"Ndem H IMTL 9RHL R"L: . . . 
 9:SHDistINdem 9 I9RH 9TN" "9LL HM9L H.T .":L 
 9:SHDistLIdem H HH9M" NIHI NINM . . . 
 9:SHDistTgop " RRMT 9RML.IIM 9:::.""" L9R.RNM 9.RN .H"I 
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Table A". Judicial Race Runoffs, 9:H9 – 9:9:. 
   N Gen. TO Run. 

TO 
Difference Std. 

Err. 
t-
value 

p value 

 HRSCJatlanta H MH:TI RL9T: 99L:I . . . 
 HRSCJcobb H NLN9L N:9LT L9"T . . . 
 HRSCJconasauga 9 NHIH.N "RNR.N HM:M 9TN N.L .H:T 
 HRSCJtallapoosa 9 "T:9.N "99T.N IM" RR9 H.N ."M 
 HLSCJAtl H H::INH NMHMI R"RMN . . . 
 HLSCJGwinnett H ILH:" NHNTN HIN:L . . . 
 HLSJCPataula M HH:L.9LN TNR HNR.9LI N9.9" 9.TN .:9I 
 HLSJCStonMTn H LR:IL "TN9M RRNRH . . . 
 9:SCJAlcovy 9 9"HRM.N L9N9.N HRLTN HLTI M.LN .:LH 
 9:SCJAtl H HTLT:T TMINN H:H9NR . . . 
 9:SCJCobb H HN9I:H NN9R: TM"IH . . . 
 9:SCJGwinnett H HI99HT RL9MM HH"TR9 . . . 
 9:SCJStoneMtn H HII9NL M9"RM T"THH . . . 
 DAGriffinHI R I:LT RRN".N HI"N.N ML9.HN 9.H .H9L 
 SCJatlantalane H NMH"L "NHRL 9HTT: . . . 
 SCJatlantashoob H NNIMM "RNMT 9H:TL . . . 
 
SCJclaytonBenefield 

H HNL9N H:HTM NI9L . . . 

 SCJclaytonSimmons H 9H"RM H:R:I H:TRH . . . 
 
SCJconasaugaPartain 

9 HMNRT R:TI H"RN" NIN" 9.R .9N" 

 SCJhoustonNunn H LIIN NIIM 9TTL . . . 
 SCJogeecheeTurner R HHLLH.N 99LH.MN TNTT.MN R9I9.MM 9.9N .HH 
 SCJsgcCato N RTRR.L H9RT.I "ITN.9 H9R:.MT " .:RH 
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Table AR. Ads Used in 9:9o U.S. Senate Race, Georgia. 
Perdue General Ads Perdue Runoff Ads Ossoff General Ads Ossoff Runoff Ads 
“Why” “Save, H” “Middle” “Look” 
“Corona” “Believe” “Negotiate” “Prepared” 
“PAC” “Change” “At Home” “Priority” 
“China” “Even Stronger” “Echo” “Raise Wage” 
“Drugs” “Paid” “Gift” “Selma” 
“Experience” “Relief” “Hurting” “Blood, Sweat, 

Tears” 
“Freedom” “Save, 9” “Justice” “Crook, H” 
“Justice” “Stock Lies” “We Investigate” “Crook, 9” 
“Lie” “Total”  “Echo” (Runoff) 
“Military” “Total Dem. Control”  “Family Business” 
“Patriot” “Vote”  “Georgia” 
“Pre”   “Path to Recovery” 
“Radical”   “Succeed” 
   “Thanksgiving” 
   “The Talk” 

 


